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Synopsis General: The Teton fault is a major range-bounding fault along
the eastern margin of the Teton Range. Spectacular post-glacial
(<15 ka) scarps are present along 60 km of the fault trace and can
be seen from the valley floor owing to their large height. Post-
glacial offset is as much as 30 m along the middle part of the
range, but diminishes to the north and south, mimicking the
overall height of the range. Although quite active in the latest
Quaternary, the fault has been seismically quiet in historic time.

Sections: This fault has 6 sections. Three sections have been
defined for main range front, but we add a more northerly section
and two associated subsidiary faults (herein sections) that are
within the range.

Name General: Referred to as the Teton fault by Love and Reed (1968



Name
comments #3796). This fault bounds the eastern margin of the Teton Range

and Steamboat Mountain (north of Jackson Lake), and extends
from Steamboat Mountain on the north to Phillips Creek on the
south. The original location of the fault trace was compiled on
and digitized from a 1:62,500-scale base map of Grand Teton
National Park; the location was refined based on publicly
available LiDAR data. Gilbert and others (1983 #1338) and Wong
and others (2000 #4484) considered the inferred projection of the
Hermitage Point fault to be a possible splay or continuation of the
Teton fault, but it is not included herein owing to lack of
associated scarps and equivocal evidence that it has been active in
Quaternary time (Wong and others, 2000 #4484).

Section: This section represents a subsidiary fault within the
Teton Range, 2.6 km west of southern section of the Teton fault
[768c]. This section of the Teton fault extends about 4 km, and is
centered on Granite Creek.

County(s) and
State(s) TETON COUNTY, WYOMING 

Physiographic
province(s) MIDDLE ROCKY MOUNTAINS 

Reliability of
location

Good
Compiled at 1:62,500 scale.

Comments: Compiled at 1:62,500-scale on shaded relief base map
(Grand Teton National Park); trace based on photomechanical
transfer from 1:250,000 scale map by Gilbert and others (1983
#1338), fitted to topography.

Geologic setting The Teton fault is a major range-bounding fault that forms the
eastern margin of the Teton Range. Initial movement on the fault
is commonly associated with the arrival of the Yellowstone
hotspot in this part of northwestern Wyoming; however, there is
no consensus regarding the total amount of offset and age of
initiation of faulting. Reported total displacement is 2.5–3.5 km
(Byrd and others, 1994 #2263), 6–9 km (Smith and others 1993
#2294), and 10 km (Love, 1977 #3796). Faulting may have begun
about 5 to 6 m.y. ago (Pierce and Morgan, 1992 #2297) or during
the Miocene (5–13 Ma, Smith and others, 1993 #2294). Gravity
models, the about 10° westward tilting of the approximately 2-Ma
Huckleberry Ridge Tuff, and the absence of basement-sourced
Precambrian clasts in Jackson Hole sediments all suggest that the



Precambrian clasts in Jackson Hole sediments all suggest that the
displacement on the Teton fault was small prior to about 5 Ma and
that the majority of the offset has accrued since about 2 Ma
(Foster and others, 2010 #7045).

Length (km) This section is 6 km of a total fault length of 59 km.

Average strike N30°E (for section) versus N19°E (for whole fault)

Sense of
movement Normal

Dip Direction SE

Paleoseismology
studies

Geomorphic
expression

Gilbert and others (1983 #1338) stated "This branch as mapped
by Reed (1973 #2943) is 4 km long. Although not field checked,
study of 1:30,000 scale black-and-white aerial photographs
suggests that this fault may displace a large debris and talus fan in
Granite Creek . . ." Vertical surface displacement appears to be
about 5 m down to the east as roughly estimated from aerial
photographs (Gilbert and others, 1983 #1338, Appendix section
on Granite Creek area).

Age of faulted
surficial
deposits

A glacier more than 1,000 feet thick scoured the area, and the
debris-fan and talus deposits that lie in Granite Canyon are clearly
of post-glacial age (younger than 15,000 yrs).

Historic
earthquake

Most recent
prehistoric

deformation

latest Quaternary (<15 ka) 

Comments:

Recurrence
interval

Comments: Probably multiple movements in past 15,000 years

Slip-rate
category

Less than 0.2 mm/yr 

Comments: Low slip-rate category is inferred from activity on
adjacent section of fault [768d], and subsidiary nature of section
768f to the main fault [section 768c].

Date and
Compiler(s)

1999 
Kenneth L. Pierce, U.S. Geological Survey, Emeritus
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